The potential of open source not only for code, but also for policy documents.
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ABOUT CMX*

We are a community of volunteer people with technological skills distributed throughout the country.
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A bumpy road to an open and transparent government in Mexico
One of the pillars to promote open government at any level of government is that there should exist an open data policy.

In the Mexican context, although one already exists at the federal level, very few states and municipalities have open data strategies.
Previous **civil society efforts** to create an open data portal have pressured the government to officially **publish data**.
OPEN SOURCE

Democratizing the creation of public policies through community efforts
We have a public repository with all documents and resources in plain text (markdown) where anyone can contribute to the project.

https://github.com/CodeandoMexico/politica-datos-abiertos
CONTENT

+ Data **management and governance**
+ **Infrastructure and capacity** for quality data
+ **Technical and legal requirements** to open data
+ Data **opening and socialization plans**
+ Strategies for **value generation and data reuse**
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